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One Sentence Summary: The phosphoinositide PI(4,5)P2 acts as an hallmark to guide the final step of 1 

plant cell division. 2 

  3 

ABSTRACT 4 

Plant cytokinesis, which fundamentally differs from that in animals, involves de novo assembly of a 5 

plasma membrane precursor named the cell plate. How the transition from the cell plate to a plasma 6 

membrane occurs at the end of the plant cytokinesis remains poorly understood. Here, we describe with 7 

unprecedented spatiotemporal precision, the acquisition of plasma membrane identity upon cytokinesis 8 

through the lateral patterning of phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate PI(4,5)P2 at the newly formed 9 

cell plate membrane. We show that during late cytokinesis, opposing polarity domains are formed along 10 

the cell plate. Exclusion of PI(4,5)P2 from the leading edge of the cell plate is controlled by SAC9, a 11 

putative phosphoinositide phosphatase. SAC9 colocalizes with MAP65-3, a key regulator of the 12 

cytokinesis, at the cell plate leading zone and regulates its function. In the sac9-3 mutant, the polar 13 

distribution of PI(4,5)P2 at the cell plate is altered, leading to de-novo recruitment of the cytokinesis 14 

apparatus and to formation of an additional, ectopic cell plate insertion site. We proposed that PI(4,5)P2 15 

acts as a polar cue to spatially separate the expansion and maturation domains of the forming cell plate 16 

during the final steps of cytokinesis. 17 

 18 
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 INTRODUCTION 19 

Plant cytokinesis differs from the inward cytokinesis observed in animals, and involves de novo 20 

building of a new cell plate between daughter cells, established in telophase by a plant-specific 21 

cytoskeletal array named the phragmoplast (1). This process requires directional vesicle trafficking 22 

toward the phragmoplast midzone, for the deposition of a transitory membrane structure named the cell 23 

plate (2). There, the cell plate expands toward the cell periphery as microtubules are disassembled in 24 

the inner phragmoplast region (lagging zone), while new overlapping antiparallel microtubules appear 25 

at the outer edge of the phragmoplast (leading zone, Fig. 1a). In this process, the most likely microtubule 26 

cross-linking factors are proteins belonging to the MAP65 family and members of the Kinesin-12 27 

subfamily (3, 4). Upon attachment of the growing cell plate to the mother membrane, cell plate 28 

properties and composition undergo a number of changes (5–7), suggesting that the phragmoplast 29 

leading zone might act as a landmark to terminate cytokinesis (8). The nature of this cue remains elusive, 30 

and the molecular players regulating the transition from cell plate to plasma membrane identity are 31 

poorly understood.   32 

Recent evidence points toward a specific anionic lipid signature for the plant plasma membrane (9). 33 

This landmark is set up by enzymes involved in phosphoinositide metabolism, in particular 34 

phosphatases and kinases that locally convert phosphoinositide pools (10). At the plasma membrane, 35 

phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate (PI(4,5)P2) is enriched, whereas PI(4,5)P2 is excluded from the 36 

endocytic pathway (11). This spatial distribution of PI(4,5)P2 allows the polar recruitment of proteins 37 

to orchestrate key processes, including membrane trafficking (12–14) and cytoskeleton remodeling (15–38 

17). During cytokinesis, while most of anionic lipids accumulate at the cell plate from its inception, 39 

PI(4,5)P2 is excluded (18, 19). Yet, how and when the cell plate changes its identity to become a bona 40 

fide, PI(4,5)P2-enriched plasma membrane remains unknown. 41 

 42 

Here we report that PI(4,5)P2 enrichment occurs upon first contact of the growing cell plate with the 43 

maternal membrane upon its unilateral attachment. At the same time, PI(4,5)P2 becomes excluded from 44 

the leading edge of the non-attached side of the phragmoplast, suggesting an active mechanism 45 

preventing further passive diffusion. Depletion of PI(4,5)P2 at the leading edge correlates with 46 

enrichment of the putative PI(4,5)P2 phosphatase SAC9. Loss of sac9 leads to ectopic accumulation of 47 

PI(4,5)P2 at the leading edge of the phragmoplast, which correlates with MAP65-3 mislocalization and 48 

aberrant cell plate branching. We propose a model in which the PI(4,5)P2 acts as a spatial cue to guide 49 

the leading zone of the phragmoplast at the final step of the plant cytokinesis.  50 

 51 
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RESULTS 52 

We investigated how PI(4,5)P2 membrane signature is acquired during cytokinesis using the 53 

Arabidopsis root meristem as a model. Live cell imaging in four dimensions confirmed that during 54 

cytokinesis, PI(4,5)P2 biosensors (mCit-TUBBYc or 2mCH-PHPLC)(20) are excluded from the 55 

expanding cell plate until its unilateral attachment to the mother wall (Fig.1a, 1b and Extended data 1, 56 

2). Indeed, at this stage, cell plate attachment is not synchronous, providing an internal control 57 

(attached/non-attached on the same cell plate; Fig.1a, blue arrow). These observations suggested that 58 

PI(4,5)P2-enrichment at the maturing cell plate (Fig. 1b, white arrow) probably arises by diffusion from 59 

the highly fluid lateral plasma membrane of the mother cell.  60 

At the leading zone of the same cell plate, where the phragmoplast was not yet attached, significant 61 

depletion of the PI(4,5)P2 biosensor (index < 1) was observed (Fig.1c to 1f and Extended data 1, 3) 62 

suggesting an active mechanism preventing PI(4,5)P2 diffusion from the maturing cell plate to the newly 63 

formed membrane domain at the cell plate leading zone. 64 

To identify the molecular processes leading to exclusion of PI(4,5)P2 from the leading zone in late 65 

cytokinesis, we followed the subcellular localization of the plant-specific enzyme SAC9 which 66 

participates in the depletion of PI(4,5)P2 at the plasma membrane during endocytosis (11). We observed 67 

that mCit-SAC9 is enriched at the phragmoplast leading zone (index > 1, Fig. 2a to 2c, yellow arrow, 68 

Extended Data 4, 5), suggesting a role of SAC9 in PI(4,5)P2 depletion at the leading zone. To test this 69 

hypothesis, we analyzed the localization of a catalytically inactive variant of SAC9 (tdTOM-70 

SAC9C459A), for which the signal in the cytoplasm is reduced compared with mCIT- SAC9, allowing 71 

imaging at higher resolution (11). Like mCit-SAC9, tdTOM-SAC9C459A is enriched at the leading zone 72 

while PI(4,5)P2 is depleted, leading to a clear mutual exclusion between the enzyme and its substrate 73 

along the cell plate (Fig. 2d to 2f, Extended Data 4, 6). When SAC9 or the allelic variant SAC9C459A 74 

was visualized together with the MAP65-3, a temporal and spatial colocalization at the leading edge of 75 

the cell plate was observed, a feature shared by only a few proteins (4, 8)(Fig. 3a to 3d, Extended video 76 

1). These results suggest that active restriction of PI(4,5)P2 from the leading zone during cell plate 77 

attachment is mediated through the enzymatic activity of SAC9. 78 

If true, the absence of SAC9 should affect PI(4,5)P2 distribution at the cell plate. We thus assessed the 79 

cytokinetic phenotype of sac9-3 in which PI(4,5)P2 is no longer restricted to the plasma membrane, but 80 

also ectopically accumulates in endosomes (21). After initial attachment of the cell plate, the PI(4,5)P2 81 

biosensor enrichment at the maturing cell plate was observed in sac9-3 as in the WT (Fig.4a to 4e, white 82 

arrow). However, in sac9-3 we also observed an ectopic accumulation of PI(4,5)P2 at the leading edge 83 

of the cell plate, probably originating from cytokinetic vesicles (index >1, Fig.4a to 4e, white 84 

arrowhead, Extended data 7, 8). Observations in 3D revealed that in sac9-3, the PI(4,5)P2 biosensor 85 
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labelled the upfront of the cell plate and then, seems to eventually incorporate to the newly formed 86 

plasma membrane during the final attachment (Fig. 4b, Extended data 7, Extended video 2). Moreover, 87 

the ectopic accumulation of PI(4,5)P2 biosensor at the leading edges of the cell plate observed in sac9-88 

3 spatially correlates with the accumulation of the non-functional SAC9C459A (Fig. 4f to 4h). The 89 

abnormal PI(4,5)P2 pattern is consistent with the idea that SAC9 restricts PI(4,5)P2 to the cell plate 90 

maturing domain and prevents its premature diffusion to the membrane domain formed at the 91 

phragmoplast leading zone (Extended data 1, 8). 92 

Next, we investigated the functional relevance of the SAC9-dependent PI(4,5)P2 pattern at the cell plate 93 

for cytokinesis. Since phragmoplast organization is regulated by MAP65-3 (22–25), which colocalizes 94 

with SAC9 (Fig. 3a, b), we assessed the localization of MAP65-3 in the absence of SAC9. During ring 95 

phragmoplast expansion, MAP65-3-GFP dynamic displays a constant signal width of about 2.06 µm ± 96 

0.37 SD in the WT (Fig. 5a, 5b). The MAP65-3 signal then gradually decreased to eventually disappear 97 

upon cell plate attachment. The dynamics of MAP65-3 localization was essentially similar in the sac9-98 

3 during cell plate expansion. However, in defective cytokinesis observed in sac9-3, the MAP65-3-GFP 99 

domain was retained at a constant distance of 2.28 µm ± 0.60 SD from the phragmoplast leading edge 100 

(Fig. 5a, 5b, Extended video 3, 4, 5), suggesting a failure to transition from the cell plate expansion to 101 

its attachment at the cell plate fusion site.  102 

During defective cytokinesis in sac9-3, this lack of transition was observed on one side of the cell plate 103 

leading zone, and correlated with the emergence of a phragmoplast “branch” from the MAP65-3-GFP 104 

inner domain (Fig. 5a, red arrow, Extended data 9a). Eventually, the branch was inserted at an ectopic 105 

fusion site (Fig.5a, Extended video 4, 5). On the branch, MAP65-3-GFP localization followed the same 106 

pattern as in the main phragmoplast, being progressively restricted to its leading zone and eventually 107 

disappearing after the second attachment (Fig.5a, Extended video 4, 5). Observation of the 108 

phragmoplast microtubules in sac9-3 showed that after final cell plate fusion, the phragmoplast 109 

disassembled from the main cell plate as it did in the WT (20 min, Fig.5c, Extended data 9b, to 9d). 110 

Yet, in aberrant cytokinesis observed in sac9-3, a phragmoplast-like structure was reinitiated from the 111 

fully expanded cell plate at ~2-3µm from the fusion site, in a region corresponding to the inner face of 112 

the MAP65-3-GFP domain (N= 3, Fig.5a, 5c, Extended data 9b, to 9d). 113 

Since the ultimate effector is the microtubule cytoskeleton, we reasoned that microtubule disruption 114 

could lead to a similar phenotype. Treatment of the WT with low concentration of the microtubule 115 

inhibitor chlorpropham (26) and imaging the membrane marker mCIT-P4M when the different cell files 116 

were still organized phenocopied sac9-3 branched-cell plates, suggesting a link between the 117 

phosphoinositides metabolism and the phragmoplast dynamics (N = 3, Extended data 9eextended video 118 

6). 119 
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Because in absence of SAC9 the branching emerged from the cell plate (extended video 7) and was 120 

decorated by the cell plate marker YFP-KNOLLE (Fig.5d, Fig. 6a,)(27), we concluded that this ectopic 121 

membrane domain had a cell plate identity. The abnormal branching observed in absence of SAC9 122 

represented 4% of the total apicobasal cells walls (~ 11 cells / root; n = 30 roots, N = 3 replicates) and 123 

was often formed in proximity to the mother cell lateral wall, with an intersection relatively constant at 124 

2.93 µm  ± 0.91 SD (Fig. 6b to 6d and Extended data 10, extended video 8, 9), reminiscent of the 125 

distance labeled by MAP65-3-GFP and mCIT-SAC9 in WT at the phragmoplast leading zone (Fig. 6b, 126 

white asterisk).  127 

To test the temporal specificity of this phenotype, we reasoned that a transient rescue may be sufficient. 128 

By fusing the regulatory sequence of MAP65-3 (24) to SAC9 in order to express SAC9 in mitosis and 129 

degrade it after mitosis (Extended data 11), we showed that expressing a functional SAC9 during mitosis 130 

was sufficient to rescue the sac9-3 cytokinesis defect and part of its dwarf phenotype, highlighting the 131 

importance of SAC9 function during cell division. 132 

Concomitantly to abnormal cell plate-branching in sac9-3, a specific distribution of PI(4,5)P2 was 133 

observed, with a burst i) at the cell division site where the cell plate attached, ii) on the cell plate, at ~ 134 

3 µm where the branching was initiated, iii) and at the ectopic cell division site where the cell plate-135 

branched was inserted (N = 5, white arrowhead, Fig.6e, extended video 10). Moreover, mCIT-SAC9C459A 136 

was not able to rescue the phenotype observed (Extended data 10, 12), suggesting that the phosphatase 137 

activity of SAC9 is participating in the observed phenotype.   138 

  139 

DISCUSSION 140 

Cytokinesis in plants determines the topology of cells in a tissue, hence their identities and functions. 141 

At the heart of cytokinesis, the coordination between the cytoskeleton and vesicular trafficking is of 142 

paramount importance, as it drives the partitioning of the mother cytoplasm into daughter cells. In this 143 

context, a variety of proteins implicated in cytoskeleton remodeling and vesicle trafficking have been 144 

identified (2). Yet, the very final steps of cell division, where the cell plate completes the spatial 145 

partitioning of the daughter cytoplasms and acquires the identity of a plasma membrane, remains poorly 146 

documented so far.  147 

Here, we assessed the role of membrane anionic lipids during the final steps of cytokinesis. Using 148 

Arabidopsis as model, we showed that the anionic lipid signature controls the final step of cytokinesis 149 

in plant cells. In the sac9 mutant, which is impaired in phosphoinositide metabolism(11) , abnormal 150 

PI(4,5)P2 signature during the final step of cytokinesis lead to a significant frequency of branched 151 
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phragmoplasts and multiple cell plate fusion sites in a given cell. Cell plate branching, to our knowledge, 152 

is a rare phenomenon that has been only observed after mild perturbation of the microtubule 153 

cytoskeleton with drugs or in the conditional mutant mor1-1 (28, 29). This mutant, impaired in a 154 

member of the XMAP215 family of microtubule-associated proteins displays at restrictive temperature 155 

for 24 h branched cell plates but also incomplete, asymmetric, wandering cell plates (28). Even though 156 

we cannot conclude that the phenotype observed in sac9 implies the same mechanism as after 157 

microtubule perturbation, the branched-cell plates observed in absence of SAC9 appears therefore more 158 

specific than a general disruption of the microtubule cytoskeleton. We wondered if the aberrant 159 

branching observed in sac9 preferentially occurs at the unattached phragmoplast side after unilateral 160 

attachment. However, due to the technical limitations of live cell imaging in four dimensions in the 161 

native tissue, we cannot answer this point in a quantitative manner.  Since the branch is initiated at the 162 

existing phragmoplast (and not entirely de novo at random sites), it is reasonable to conclude that 163 

affecting microtubule dynamics specifically at the leading edge prior to cell plate fusion induces the 164 

initiation of a new dynamic leading edge that originates from the stalled lagging edge.   165 

We found that SAC9 progressively disappears from the fully attached cell plate upon its unilateral 166 

attachment to the mother cell. Consequently, SAC9 does not localize to the plasma membrane in the 167 

resulting interphasic cells (11). SAC9 and its substrate are mutually co-excluded spatially. In sac9, the 168 

pool of PI(4,5)P2 internalized during defective endocytosis corresponds to a pool present in early 169 

endosomes (and probably not to the pool present at the plasma membrane). We, therefore, expect that 170 

the internalization of the PI(4,5)P2 during defective endocytosis would not be at the expense of the 171 

PI(4,5)P2 produced at the plasma membrane. It is likely the ratio between the PI(4,5)P2 at the plasma 172 

membrane and the PI(4,5)P2 internalized is abnormal in sac9-3 rather than the amount of PI(4,5)P2  at 173 

the plasma membrane. This is likely why the PI(4,5)P2 biosensors, in particular, mCIT-Tubbyc, which 174 

are expressed at a similar level in WT and sac9-3, are mainly labeling the pool of PI(4,5)P2 in 175 

endosomes than the PI(4,5)P2 pool present at the plasma membrane.  176 

In order to test the relationship between the SAC9 localization and function and the patterning of its 177 

PI(4,5)P2 substrate, we mutated the cysteine in the conserved C-x(5)-R-[T/S] catalytic motif found in 178 

all SAC domain-containing phosphoinositide phosphatase (11). Here, we showed that while sac9-3 is 179 

complemented with SAC9pro:mCIT-SAC9, SAC9pro:mCIT-SAC9C459A was not sufficient to rescue the 180 

cytokinesis phenotypes observed in sac9-3. We previously confirmed that mCIT-SAC9C459A fusion was 181 

stable and accumulated to a similar extent as mCIT-SAC9 (11). Since the probable catalytic cysteine, 182 

C459, is required for SAC9 function during cytokinesis, we conclude that the phosphatase activity of 183 

SAC9 is necessary to its cytokinetic function. Given that phosphoinositide’s metabolism is highly 184 

intricate, we recognize that it is difficult to fully untangle the specific involvement of each lipid in the 185 

observed phenotypes. Moreover, SAC9 may carry specific functions outside of its catalytic activity, 186 
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and therefore the phenotype observed could be due to other factors, such as the recruitment of protein 187 

partners. 188 

Given the observed co-localization between SAC9 and MAP65-3, it is tempting to speculate a physical 189 

interaction between the two proteins. However, other protein partners, such as RABs, may recruit SAC9 190 

to this location. Indeed, this phenomenon is well known in animal cells, where the functional homologs 191 

of SAC9, the PI(4,5)P2 5-phosphatase OCRL is recruited to membranes during cytokinesis via its 192 

interaction with RAB35, a member of the RAS Oncogene Family (30–32). 193 

We observed that SAC9 undergoes the exact same changes in localization as MAP65-3, first enriched 194 

on the entire cell plate (disk phragmoplast stage), then accumulating at the leading edges, and absent 195 

from the center of the maturing cell plate. The fact that SAC9 accumulates at the cell plate at an early 196 

stage might suggest that PI(4,5)P2 accumulation is actively restricted to the expanding phragmoplast. 197 

Even though we cannot rule out that SAC9 plays another function during the early phases of 198 

phragmoplast formation, the phenotype observed in sac9 suggests that SAC9 function is required during 199 

the cell plate attachment, preventing premature accumulation of the PI(4,5)P2 at the growing leading 200 

edges.  201 

We show that mitotic expression of SAC9 was sufficient to rescue cytokinetic defects in the sac9 202 

mutant. This result suggests that restoring the PI(4,5)P2 pattern in dividing cells is sufficient to drive 203 

proper transition from a maturing cell plate to a plasma membrane identity. MAP65-3Cter-SAC9 is also 204 

observed in the cytoplasm of the dividing cell, we therefore cannot conclude if the effects is direct.  205 

Moreover, since the dwarfism observed in absence of SAC9 is (i) only partially rescued by the 206 

expression of MAP65-3Cter-SAC9, particularly in the aerial part, we cannot rule out that the PI(4,5)P2 207 

signature is not fully restored in interphasic cells. 208 

Using PI(4,5)P2 biosensors, we observed that PI(4,5)P2 is depleted from the leading edge of the cell 209 

plate, where SAC9 activity restricts its concentration. Local changes in PI(4,5)P2 abundance may 210 

provoke modifications in microtubule dynamics and stop phragmoplast expansion. It was recently 211 

shown that upon PI(4,5)P2 depletion using an inducible system, highly anisotropic transverse cortical 212 

microtubules were replaced by randomly arranged filaments, suggesting a function of PI(4,5)P2 in the 213 

organization of microtubules in plant cells (15). Active exclusion of PI(4,5)P2 at the unattached leading 214 

end of the phragmoplast may thus be required to maintain microtubule dynamics until the successful 215 

completion of cytokinesis. 216 

We propose that upon unilateral cell plate attachment to the plasma membrane, polarity domains (i; e. 217 

cell plate maturing domain versus cell plate leading edges) are formed and the phragmoplast lagging 218 

zone acts as a barrier for PI(4,5)P2 diffusion on the cell plate leading edge. Concomitantly to the final 219 
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cell plate attachment to the mother cell, PI(4,5)P2 gradually invades the entire plasma membrane 220 

precursor from the maturing zone to the decreasing leading zone. In absence of SAC9, PI(4,5)P2 221 

gradient at the unilaterally attached cell plate is in the opposite direction, as PI(4,5)P2 biosensor 222 

abnormally accumulates at the leading zone. This inverted PI(4,5)P2 gradient might perturb the function 223 

of proteins such as MAP65-3, directing to the reassembly of the phragmoplast apparatus on the inner 224 

side of the leading zone. There, PI(4,5)P2 might act as a spatial cue to guide the leading zone of the 225 

phragmoplast at the final step of the plant cytokinesis (Extended data 13).        226 

 227 

  228 
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Materials and Methods 375 

Growth condition and plant materials 376 

Arabidopsis thaliana Columbia-0 (Col-0) accession was used as a wild-type (WT) reference genomic 377 

background throughout this study. Arabidopsis seedlings were grown in vitro on half Murashige and 378 

Skoog (½ MS) basal medium supplemented with 0.7% plant agar (pH 5.7) in continuous light conditions 379 

at 21 °C. seedlings were imaged between 5 and 7dag and finally grown in soil under long-day conditions 380 

at 21 °C and 70% humidity 16 h daylight. For Isopropyl N-(3-chlorophenyl)-carbamate (chlorpropham, 381 

PESTANAL®, analytical standard) treatments, seedlings grown in vitro for 5 days were then transferred 382 

on ½ MS basal medium supplemented with 0.7% plant agar and 20µM of chlorpropham. Images were 383 

taken after 2h of incubation.  384 

 385 

Cloning and plant transformation 386 

Cloning of MAP65-3pro:2xmTU2-MAP65-3,  The MAP65-3pro (1,2 kb) was flanked with attB2R and 387 

attB3 sequences and recombined by BP gateway reaction into pDONR221 (Fw: 388 

GGGGACAACTTTGTATAGAAAAGTTGCTTACACTCTTCCCTACACAAAACCGCG ; Rv: 389 

GGGGACTGCTTTTTTGTACAAACTTGCTTCGAAATGCTTAAGCCTGTAACAGG). Final 390 

destination vectors (MAP65-3pro/P5’, MAP65-3/pDON207 (33), 2xmTU2/pDONR-P3’) were 391 

obtained using three fragments LR recombination system (life technologies, 392 

www.lifetechnologies.com/) using pK7m34GW destination vector (34). 393 

The collection of phosphoinositide biosensors used in this study was described previously(20). A 394 

tandem dimer of the monomeric red fluorescent protein CHERRY (2xmCH)(35) was used to generate 395 

a stable transgenic Arabidopsis line to increase the poor signal obtain in red, in particular, because of 396 

the autofluorescence of the plant tissue. 397 

The swapping domain was engineered using a vector containing mCitrine, cYFPnoSTOP/pDONR221 398 

(previously described by (20)), and a vector containing MAP65-3 (33) . The C-terminal domain 2 of 399 

MAP65-3 (MAP65-3Cter; 400 

EALYGSKPSPSKPLGGKKAPRMSTGGASNRRLSLGAAMHQTPKPNKKADHRHNDGALSNG401 

RRGLDIAGLPSRKQSMNPSEMLQSPLVRKPFSPISTTVVASKANIATTTTQQLPKNNAVNEISS402 

FATPIKNNNILRNLEEEKMMTMMMQTPKNVAAMIPIPSTPATVSVPMHTAPTPFTNNARLMS403 

EKPEVVEYSFEERRLAFMLQSECRLV) was amplified by PCR (36): FW: 404 

ccaactttgtacaaaaaagcaggctttaaccatggaggcactttacgggtccaaaccc; Rv: 405 

gaacagctcctcgcccttgctcaccataaccaaacgacattcagactgtagcatgaa) and introgressed into 406 
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cYFPnoSTOP/pDONR221 by Gibson cloning (primer FW: 407 

ccttcatgctacagtctgaatgtcgtttggtaatggtgagcaagggcgaggagctgt Rv: 408 

gctgggtttggacccgtaaagtgcctccatggttaagcctgcttttttgtacaaagtt ). Then by directed mutagenesis we add an 409 

ATG before MAP65-3Cter sequence (primer FW:gcaggcttaaccATGgaggcactttacggg 410 

Rv:cccgtaaagtgcctcCATggttaagcctgc). MAP65-3Cter -cYFPnoSTOP/pDONR221vector was used to 411 

obtain final destination vectors using three fragments LR recombination system (life technologies, 412 

www.lifetechnologies.com/) using pB7m34GW destination vector (34), pDONR-P4-P1R containing 413 

MAP65-3 promotor and pDONOR-P2R-P3 containing SAC9.  414 

Wild-type Col-0 and heterozygous (or homozygous) sac9-3 were transformed using the dipping method 415 

(37). For each construct generated in this paper, between 20 and 24 independent T1 were selected on 416 

antibiotics and propagated. In T2, all lines were screened using confocal microscopy for fluorescence 417 

signal and localization. From three to five independent lines with a mono-insertion and showing a 418 

consistent, representative expression level and localization were selected and grown to the next 419 

generation. Each selected line was reanalyzed in T3 by confocal microscopy to confirm the results 420 

obtained in T2 and to select homozygous plants. At this stage, we selected one representative line for 421 

in depth analysis of the localization and crosses and two representative lines for in depth analysis of 422 

mutant complementation.  423 

 424 

Live cell imaging 425 

Time-lapse imaging on living root tissues were acquired either manually, or using an automated root 426 

tracking system set-up previously (38). Briefly, plants roots expressing fluorescent proteins were 427 

imaged with a spinning disk confocal microscope while they grow using automatic movement of the 428 

microscope stage that compensates for root growth, allowing the imaging of the dividing cells in the 429 

root meristem over time (38). For both type of experiment,  Z-stacks were acquired every  1 min to 3 430 

min with the following spinning disk confocal microscope set up: inverted Zeiss microscope 431 

(AxioObserver Z1, Carl Zeiss Group, http://www.zeiss.com/) equipped with a spinning disk module 432 

(CSU-W1-T3, Yokogawa, www.yokogawa.com) and a ProEM+ 1024B camera (Princeton Instrument, 433 

www.princetoninstruments.com/) or Camera Prime 95B (www.photometrics.com) using a 63x Plan-434 

Apochromat objective (numerical aperture 1.4, oil immersion). GFP and mCITRINE were excited with 435 

a 488 nm laser (150 mW) and fluorescence emission was filtered by a 525/50 nm BrightLine! a single-436 

band bandpass filter (Semrock, http://www.semrock.com/), mCHERRY and TdTOM were excited with 437 

a 561 nm laser (80 mW) and fluorescence emission was filtered by a 609/54 nm BrightLine! a single-438 

band bandpass filter (Semrock). For quantitative imaging, pictures of epidermal root meristem cells 439 

were taken with detector settings optimized for low background and no pixel saturation. Care was taken 440 
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to use similar confocal settings when comparing fluorescence intensity or for quantification. In this 441 

study, we used the PI4P biosensor (FAPP1) as a general marker for endomembrane as it localizes both 442 

to plasma membrane and Trans-Golgi Network (18). This allows the visualization of both the plasma 443 

membrane and the cell plate (18) , in sac9-3 and WT plants. We are not expecting a change in behavior 444 

for this biosensor in sac9 as we observed the same localization in the WT (11).  For the double 445 

localization of the membranes and the microtubules in sac9-3 using time-lapse imaging (Figure 5c and 446 

extended data 9d), the fact that both markers are tagged with similar fluorophores is not optimal. In fact, 447 

we were only able to rescue plants for the cross sac9-3-/- x MBD-RFP. Then we tried to introduce a 448 

third construct in sac9-3-/- x MBD-RFP with a mCIT tagged membrane marker, but we did not succeed. 449 

Therefore, because of technical limitations, we analyzed the line expressing sac9-3-/- x MBD-RFP x 450 

2xmCherry-2xPHFAPP1 and the corresponding MBD-RFP x 2xmCherry-2xPHFAPP1 in WT. 451 

 452 

Calcofluor staining and immunolocalization imaging 453 

For calcofluor staining, root meristem cell walls were stained using the calcofluor dye, following the 454 

protocol described in (39). Seedlings were incubated overnight in a fixation buffer (50% of methanol, 455 

10% of acetic acid, and 40% of distilled water). The seedlings were then rehydrated in ethanol baths for 456 

10 min each: 50% ethanol, 30% ethanol, and distilled water twice. Afterward, the seedlings were 457 

transferred in the staining solution for overnight incubation (90% of clearsee solution (5% of urea, 15% 458 

of deoxycholic acid, and 10% of xylitol in distilled water) and 10% of calcofluor white solution (500 459 

mg Fluorescent Brightener 28 in distilled water (qsp 50mL) and 1 drop of NaOH 10N). Before imaging, 460 

the seedlings were rinsed for 15 min in clearsee solution. For segmentation and tissue localization of 461 

the defects, z-stacks were performed with 0.39 µm space between acquisitions. For sac9-3 defects 462 

comparison with MAP65-3Cter complementation experiments, z-stacks were performed with 0.8 to 1µm 463 

space between acquisitions.  464 

Whole-mount immunolocalization was performed as described (40). For immunolocalization, seedlings 465 

were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde and 0.1% Triton X‐100 in ½ MTSB buffer (25 mM PIPES, 2.5 mM 466 

MgSO4, 2.5 mM EGTA, pH 6.9) for 1 h under vacuum, then rinsed in PBS 1X for 10 min. Samples 467 

were then permeabilized in ethanol for 10 min and rehydrated in PBS for 10 min. Cell walls were 468 

digested using the following buffer for 1 h: 2 mM MES pH 5, 0.20% driselase and 0.15% macerozyme. 469 

Tissues were incubated overnight at room temperature with the B‐5‐1‐2 monoclonal anti‐α‐tubulin 470 

(Sigma) and the anti‐KNOLLE antibody (kind gift of G. Jürgens, University of Tübingen, Germany 471 

(41)). The next day, tissues were washed for 15 min in PBS, 50 mM glycine, incubated with secondary 472 

antibodies (Alexa Fluor 555 goat anti‐rabbit for KNOLLE antibody and Alexa Fluor 488 goat anti‐473 
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mouse for the tubulin antibody) overnight and washed again in PBS, 50 mM glycine. Samples were 474 

incubated in 10% calcofluor white solution for 2 hours and then mounted in VECTASHIELD. 475 

For imaging mCIT-SAC9 in fixed tissue, seedlings expressing mCIT-SAC9 were fixed in 4% 476 

paraformaldehyde and 0.1% Triton X‐100 in ½ MTSB buffer (25 mM PIPES, 2.5 mM MgSO4, 2.5 mM 477 

EGTA, pH 6.9) for 1 h under vacuum, then rinsed in PBS 1X for 10 min. Samples were then 478 

permeabilized in ethanol for 10 min and rehydrated in PBS for 10 min. Cell walls were digested using 479 

the following buffer for 1 h: 2 mM MES pH 5, 0.20% driselase and 0.15% macerozyme. Tissues with 480 

preserved fluorescence were mounted in VECTASHIELD and viewed using an inverted Zeiss 481 

CLSM800 confocal microscope using a 40x Plan-apochromatic objective. Dual-color images were 482 

acquired by sequential line switching, allowing the separation of channels by both excitation and 483 

emission. GFP was excited with a 488 nm laser, mCIT was excited with a 515nm laser, mCH/tdTOM 484 

were excited with a 561 nm laser and finally, Fluorescent Brightener 28 (Calcofluor) was recorded using 485 

a 405 nm excitation. 486 

 487 

Segmentation and tissue localization of sac9-3 defects 488 

Quantification of cell division defects was based on manual counting of full Z-stacks with a z-spacing 489 

equal to the lateral resolution in order to get cubic voxels allowing to quantify the defects, number, and 490 

position in the tissue, with the ImageJ orthogonal view plugin (or z-spacing of 0.5 and 1µm in cases 491 

that only defects count was needed). Segmentation was performed using ImageJ, (morphological 492 

segmentation) plugin as described and angle extraction using ImageJ plugin developed (42). 493 

The sac9-3 defects architecture was manually measured using ImageJ, “straight line” and “angle tool” 494 

tools, and data were analyzed with excel. 495 

 496 

Fluorescence intensity extraction and localization indexes 497 

mCit-SAC9 fluorescence intensity extraction: For images obtained in fixed samples, the fluorescence 498 

intensity was obtained using Fiji tool. Three-axis: cell plate axis, across the center of the cell (in the 499 

root growth axis), and finally across the cell cortex (nearby the lateral cell wall in the root growth axis) 500 

were drawn through the cell and the signal intensity was plotted using the Plot Profile tool. 501 

Normalized fluorescence intensity: was obtained using Fiji tool, extracted from 10 dividing cells (cells 502 

of an approximatively equivalent length, normalized to the exact same size by suppressing a part of the 503 

space between the cell plate and plasma membrane (Disk phragmoplast) or just the exact same length 504 
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on only one expanding edge (discontinuous phragmoplast), normalized by the intensity at the cell plate 505 

center (except for Fig3, Extended data 4 and 6 where the normalization was by the cytosolic intensity), 506 

and plotted to obtain an average intensity profile. 507 

For PI(4,5)P2 localization index on the discontinuous phragmoplast: phragmoplast length was measured 508 

and divided into two equal parts, the leading zone (domain close to the plasma membrane) and the 509 

lagging zone (domain close to the cell center). Fluorescence intensity was measured on each zone of 510 

the phragmoplast and, in addition, on the entire cell plate and cytosol. Next, the cytosol intensity 511 

background was subtracted and, finally, the leading and lagging zones were divided by the global cell 512 

plate intensity. The final ratio superior to 1 underlined an enrichment at a specific zone of the 513 

phragmoplast. The final ratio inferior to 1 underlines the depletion. 514 

SAC9-PI(4,5)P2 localization index on the discontinuous phragmoplast: To address mCit-SAC9 and 515 

tdTOM-SAC9C459A co-exclusion with PI(4,5)P2 biosensor we used the same index as the PI(4,5)P2 516 

localization index. Because we showed that the PI(4,5)P2 biosensor was excluded from the leading zone, 517 

when a microtubule marker was not present in the imaged transgenic line, we decided to use the 518 

PI(4,5)P2 biosensor as a separation between the leading and lagging zone. Using PI(4,5)P2 biosensor 519 

fluorescence decrease as a marker of this separation, we measured the intensity on 1.5 µm (the 520 

approximative half-length of the phragmoplast) on each side of PI(4,5)P2 biosensor limit. Finally, the 521 

leading and lagging zones were divided by the intensity of the cell plate and nearby cytoplasm (1µm 522 

around the cell plate). 523 

MAP65-3 labeling distance: Measurement was performed using ImageJ, a “straight line” tool every two 524 

minutes on one side of the cell plate (the one with the persistent pool in sac9-3). Lines were created 525 

between the outer and inner MAP65-3 on the entire length labeled. The lengths were plotted relative to 526 

the "disk"-"ring" phragmoplast transition (0 min) and cell plate attachment (14 min). 527 

PI(4,5)P2 phragmoplast accumulation index: One dividing cell and one of its surrounding non-dividing 528 

cells were taken for each root. For every two cells, the signal intensity was measured in one elliptical 529 

region of interest (ROIs) at the phragmoplast (around the cell plate across all cell lengths or at the 530 

equator of interphasic cells), with an equal area between the two cells. In addition, we measured signal 531 

intensity at the plasma membrane separating the two cells. Ratios were obtained by dividing both 532 

elliptical regions by the signal intensity at the plasma membrane (obtaining the “dividing ratio” for the 533 

dividing cell and the “non-dividing ratio” for the non-dividing cell). Finally, the ratio between 534 

the “dividing ratio” and the “non-dividing ratio” was analyzed. Final ratios equal to 1 indicated that 535 

there was no enrichment during cell division. Final ratio greater than 1 indicated an enrichment during 536 

cell division at the phragmoplast. Final ratio less than 1 indicated a depletion during cell division at the 537 

phragmoplast. This index was performed on the young dividing cells where the cell plate is expanding 538 
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and not attached and in old dividing cells where the cell plate is partially attached to the plasma 539 

membrane (discontinuous phragmoplast). 540 

MAP65-3 accumulation at one side of the cell plate index: This index was used to interpret MAP65-3-541 

GFP accumulation on the edges of the cell plate. Using ImageJ, we measured fluorescence intensity on 542 

the cell plate edges observed in 2 dimensions at Ziii (at the Z position where the cell plate is the most 543 

expanded, Extended data 9a) and at the center of the cell plate (equivalent ROIs designed to feet to the 544 

left side in WT or the side where the defect is formed in sac9 mutant). Then fluorescence intensity 545 

values at the cell plate leading zone were divided by the intensity value at the center of the cell plate 546 

and finally, we calculated the ratio between the intensity value at the defect side/center (for wild type 547 

plants we randomly defined the left edge of the cell plate to make the analysis) and the intensity value 548 

at the second (right cell plate edge for wild type plants) side/center. Index strongly superior to 1 549 

highlights a polarized accumulation of MAP65-3 on one zone of the cell plate edges in late cell division. 550 

  551 

Statistical analysis 552 

We performed all our statistical analyses in R (version 3.5.0 (2018-04-23), using R studio interface and 553 

the packages ggplot2 (43), lme4 (44), car (45), multcomp (46) and means (47). Graphs were obtained 554 

with R and R-studio software, and customized with Inkscape (https://inkscape.org). 555 

The number of division defects was compared using a generalized linear model with a Poisson law. 556 

Fluorescence intensity indexes were compared using an ANOVA statistical test and a Thuckey HSD 557 

post hoc analysis if the normality was verified or using a Kruskal-Wallis test, Dunn (Bonferroni method) 558 

Post hoc analyses, if not. 559 

 560 

 561 

 562 

 563 

  564 
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FIGURES 565 

 566 

Fig.1 | PI(4,5)P2 is recruited at the cell plate after its unilateral attachment. 567 

a, Representation of the unattached cell plate showing a ring phragmoplast (top) and the unilaterally 568 
attached cell plate corresponding to a discontinuous phragmoplast (bottom). b, Confocal images with a 569 
root tracking system (38) of 2xmCh-2xPHPLC with MBD-GFP during the two steps represented in (a). 570 
Single longitudinal sections for each fluorescent channel and a transverse section of the merge channels is 571 
presented (0.7µm between optical sections). Dotted line, cell contour. c, Representation of the expanding 572 
edge of a discontinuous phragmoplast. d, Images of 2xmCh-2xPHPLC and MBD-GFP at the unilaterally 573 
attached cell plate. e, Normalized intensity profiles at 6 µm along the discontinuous phragmoplast (ROI). 574 
f, PI(4,5)P2 biosensor localization index (normalized by the cell plate intensity) on the phragmoplast 575 
lagging/leading zones. In the plots, middle horizontal bars represent the median, while the bottom and top 576 
of each box represent the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively. At most, the whiskers extend to 1.5 times 577 
the interquartile range, excluding data beyond. For range of value under 1,5 IQR, whiskers represent the 578 
range of maximum and minimum values. Results of the statistical analysis (shown in the supplementary 579 
table) are presented (N = number of replicates, n = number of cells). White arrow, PI(4,5)P2 biosensor 580 
appearance; Blue arrow, cell plate fusion site; red dotted line, separation leading and lagging zone; dotted 581 
lines, region of interest; n, nucleus; scale bars, 5 µm. 582 
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 583 

Fig.2 | SAC9 and the PI(4,5)P2 are mutually co-excluded at the cell plate. 584 

a, Images of mCit-SAC9 with 2xmCh-2xPHPLC when the cell plate is unilaterally attached. b, normalized 585 
intensity profiles corresponding to (a). c, Quantification of the localization index corresponding to (a). d, 586 
Images of tdTOM-SAC9C459A with mCit-Tubbyc when the cell plate is unilaterally attached. e, Normalized 587 
intensity profiles corresponding to (d). f, Quantification of the localization index corresponding to (d). In 588 
the plots, middle horizontal bars represent the median, while the bottom and top of each box represent the 589 
25th and 75th percentiles, respectively. At most, the whiskers extend to 1.5 times the interquartile range, 590 
excluding data beyond. For range of value under 1,5 IQR, whiskers represent the range of maximum and 591 
minimum values. Results of the statistical analysis (shown in the supplementary table) are presented (N = 592 
number of replicates, n = number of cells). Blue arrow, cell plate fusion site; yellow arrowhead, SAC9 593 
enrichment; red dotted line, separation leading and lagging zone; n, nucleus; scale bar, 5µm.  594 
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 595 

Fig.3| SAC9 colocalizes with MAP65-3 during cytokinesis 596 

a, Images of mCit-SAC9 with MAP65-3-2xmTU2. b, Normalized intensity profiles corresponding to (a). 597 
c, Images of tdTOM-SAC9C459A with MAP65-3-GFP. d, Normalized intensity profiles corresponding to 598 
(c). Red dotted line, separation leading and lagging zone; Yellow arrowhead, SAC9 and MAP65-3 599 
enrichments at the leading zone; n, nucleus; Scale bar, 5 µm.  600 

 601 

 602 
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 603 

Fig.4| PI(4,5)P2 patterning defects in sac9-3 604 

a, Images extracted from a timelapse imaging in WT of 2xmCh-2xPHPLC at two cytokinetic steps: ring 605 
(upper panel) and discontinuous (lower panel) phragmoplast stages. b, Images extracted from a timelapse 606 
imaging in sac9-3 of 2xmCh-2xPHPLC at two cytokinetic steps: ring (upper panel) and discontinuous (lower 607 
panel) phragmoplast stages. On the right panel are presented two transverse view of 2xmCh-2xPHPLC for 608 
both stages in sac9-3 (0.3 µm between optical sections). c, Images of mCit-Tubbyc with MBD-RFP in WT 609 
d, Images of mCit-Tubbyc with MBD-RFP in sac9-3. e, Normalized intensity profiles corresponding to (d). 610 
f and g,  Images of the signal corresponding to tdTOM-SAC9C459A and mCit-Tubbyc during the discontinuous 611 
phragmoplast phase expressed in a WT (f) or sac9-3 (g). h, normalized intensity profiles corresponding to 612 
(g). White arrow, PI(4,5)P2 biosensor appearance; White arrowhead, abnormal PI4,5)P2 enrichment at the 613 
leading zone in sac9-3; yellow arrowhead, SAC9C459A enrichment at the leading zone; White dotted line, cell 614 
contour; Red dotted line, separation leading and lagging zone; Blue arrow, cell plate fusion site; n, nucleus; 615 
Scale bars, 5µm.  616 
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 617 

Fig.5 | de-novo recruitment of the cytokinesis apparatus in sac9-3 618 

a, Image series of MAP65-3-GFP in WT (upper panel) or sac9-3 (of the bottom panel) every two minutes 619 
for two hours. Time is given relative to "disk"-"ring" phragmoplast transition (0 min) and cell plate 620 
attachment (14 min). Finals images represent a 3D view of time = 32 min. b, Comparison of MAP65-3-621 
GFP domain length in WT versus sac9-3. In the plots, middle horizontal bars represent the median, while 622 
the bottom and top of each box represent the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively. At most, the whiskers 623 
extend to 1.5 times the interquartile range, excluding data beyond. For range of value under 1,5 IQR, 624 
whiskers represent the range of maximum and minimum values. Results of the statistical analysis (shown 625 
in the supplementary table) are presented (n=number of cells). c, Z projection of 2xmCherry-2xPHFAPP1 626 
and RFP-MBD in sac9-3 over time. Here, the signal is color coded in green fire blue (see scale bar on the 627 
right). The signal corresponding to microtubules and the one corresponding to membrane are not 628 

distinguished). Note that here, mCh-PHFAPP1 is used at the membrane marker (plasma membrane 629 

and cell plate). d, Image series of YFP-KNOLLE in sac9-3. Gray arrow, MAP65-3 localization after 630 
cytokinesis; Double red bars, distance labeled by GFP-MAP65-3; red arrowhead, branch emergence in sac9-631 
3; blue arrow, cell plate fusion site; Asterisk, position of the branch’s emergence at the cell plate; n, nucleus; 632 
scale bars, 5µm. 633 
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 634 

Fig.6 | Ectopic membrane domain formed in absence of SAC9 has a cell plate identity and leads 635 
to cell wall defects. 636 

a, 3D rotation of YFP-KNOLLE in sac9-3 during defective cytokinesis. Here, the signal is color coded in 637 
green fire blue (see scale bar). Scale bars, 5µm. b, Quantification of the number of defects. The result of 638 
the statistical analysis (shown in the supplementary table) is presented. On the top right, representation of 639 
branched cell wall defects (green) with key topological elements listed such as the distance between the 640 
branched cell wall and lateral cell wall (double arrow), and cell plate insertion site (blue arrow). In the plots, 641 
middle horizontal bars represent the median, while the bottom and top of each box represent the 25th and 642 
75th percentiles, respectively. At most, the whiskers extend to 1.5 times the interquartile range, excluding 643 
data beyond. For range of value under 1,5 IQR, whiskers represent the range of maximum and minimum 644 
values. Results of the statistical analysis (shown in the supplementary table) are presented (N = number of 645 
replicates, n = number of cells). c-d, Z-stack images of calcofluor-stained fixed roots (7 day-olds) for WT 646 
(c) and sac9-3 (d). Orange lines, the position of the section. Left panel, longitudinal section (top, scale bars 647 
20 µm), and transverse section (bottom). Right panel, a crop of the root cortex (scale bars 5 µm). e, Time 648 
series of mCit-Tubbyc and 2mCh-2PHFAPP1 at the end of the cytokinesis in sac9-3 (Bars 5µm). Here, 2xmCh-649 
2xPHFAPP1 is used as a marker for membranes (plasma membrane and cell plate). n, nucleus; White asterisk, 650 
position of the branch’s emergence at the cell plate; Orange arrow, cell wall defects; Blue arrow, cell plate 651 
fusion site; White arrowhead, PI(4,5)P2 biosensor enrichment observed in sac9-3. Scale bars, 5µm. 652 
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES 653 

  654 

Extended data.1 | Cell cytokinesis from a cytoskeleton point of view. 655 

Schematic representation of phragmoplast expansion in a 2D cell. The three main phragmoplast structures 656 
are presented: form a Disk phragmoplast until a Discontinuous phragmoplast morphology. Key 657 
cytoskeleton’s structure are presented: Microtubules plus ends, minus ends, phragmoplast leading and 658 
lagging zones and cell plate maturing domain. Microtubules, green; Actin, dark blue, Cell plate, magenta. 659 
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 660 

Extended data.2 | PI(4,5)P2 appearance at the maturing cell plate in wild-type plants 661 

a, Z-projection of dividing cells expressing 2xmCh-2xPHPLC together with MBD-GFP. The image was 662 
taken every 2 min and 15 optical sections were used for Z-projection. I, II and III images correspond to 663 
the sequence of events from the first appearance of PI(4,5)P2 biosensor at the cell plate. b, Representation 664 
of the different focal planes used in this study from the subcortical part of the cells (Zi, top panel) to the 665 
bottom cells (Ziiii, bottom panel). c, Confocal images of WT at different Z, expressing mCit-Tubbyc together 666 
with MBD-RFP during the discontinuous phragmoplast stage, in wild type plants. d, Confocal images of 667 
WT, expressing 2xmCh-2xPHPLC together with MBD-GFP during the discontinuous phragmoplast stage, 668 
from the subcortical part of the cells (Zi, top panel) to the center of the cells (Ziiii, bottom panel) in WT. 669 
White arrow, PI(4,5)P2 biosensor appearance; blue arrow, cell plate fusion site; Black arrow, cell plate 670 
direction of growth; n, nucleus; scale bars, 5µm. 671 

 672 

 673 

 674 

 675 

 676 

 677 
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 679 

Extended data.3 | PI(4,5)P2 exclusion at the leading zone 680 

a, c, Confocal images of WT, expressing respectively mCit-Tubbyc with MBD-RFP (a) or 2xmCh-2xPHPLC 681 
with TUA6-GFP (c) at the discontinuous phragmoplast. b, d, Quantification of PI(4,5)P2 localization index 682 
for PI(4,5)P2 biosensors (mCit-Tubbyc and 2xmCh-2xPHPLC) with respect to two microtubules tagged 683 
proteins (MBD-RFP and TUA6-GFP respectively), normalized by cell plate intensity. “1” blue line 684 
represents a situation in which there is no biosensor enrichment. In the plots, middle horizontal bars 685 
represent the median, while the bottom and top of each box represent the 25th and 75th percentiles, 686 
respectively. At most, the whiskers extend to 1.5 times the interquartile range, excluding data beyond. For 687 
range of value under 1,5 IQR, whiskers represent the range of maximum and minimum values. Results of 688 
the statistical analysis (shown in the supplementary table) are presented (N = number of replicates, n = 689 
number of cells).  White arrow, PI(4,5)P2 biosensor appearance; Blue arrow, cell plate fusion site; dotted 690 
lines, region of interest; n, nucleus; scale bars, 5µm.  691 

 692 
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 693 

Extended data.4 | SAC9 and the PI(4,5)P2 localization during the disk phragmoplast stage 694 

a, Confocal images of mCit-SAC9 and 2xmCh-2xPHPLC at the “Disk phragmoplast” phase in WT. b, 695 
Normalized intensity profiles of mCit-SAC9 (top panel) and 2xmCh-2xPHPLC (bottom panel) during the 696 
Disk phragmoplast phase (entire cell plate, dotted line). c, Confocal images of WT expressing tdTOM-697 
SAC9C459A and mCit-Tubbyc. d, Normalized intensity profiles of tdTOM-SAC9C459A (top panel) and mCit-698 
Tubbyc (bottom panel).  699 

 700 
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 701 

Extended data.5 | mCit-SAC9 subcellular localization and fixed tissue 702 

a, Representative images of mCit-SAC9 signal obtained after fixation of the tissue and calcofluor labeling 703 
of the cell wall. Cortex cell layer is presented. (Scale bar 20µm). b, Example of three dividing cells of the 704 
epidermis from whole-mount fixed Arabidopsis line expressing mCit-SAC9. The epidermis is presented. 705 
(Scale bar 5µm). c, Intensity profiles of mCit-SAC9 on the cell plate axis, across the center of the cell (in 706 
the root growth axis), and finally across the cell cortex (nearby the lateral cell wall in the root growth axis). 707 
The Black dotted line delimits the cell plate, the red line corresponds to the top fluorescence intensity in 708 
the cytosol. d, Quantification of mCit-SAC9 localization index in fixed tissue. Blue line represents a 709 
situation in which mCit-SAC9 is not enriched compared to the cytosolic background. The cell plate 710 
accumulation edges index represents the cell plate edges fluorescence intensity divided by the cell plate 711 
center fluorescence intensity. Cell plate accumulation edges index >1 indicates a specific enrichment at the 712 
edges compared to the center of the cell plate. In the plots, middle horizontal bars represent the median, 713 
while the bottom and top of each box represent the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively. At most, the 714 
whiskers extend to 1.5 times the interquartile range, excluding data beyond. For range of value under 1,5 715 
IQR, whiskers represent the range of maximum and minimum values. Results of the statistical analysis 716 
(shown in the supplementary table) are presented (N= number of replicates, n=number of cells). Blue 717 
arrow, cell plate fusion site; n, nucleus.  718 
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 720 

 Extended data.6 | tdTOM-SAC9C459A localization during the ring phragmoplast stage relative to 721 
the phragmoplast microtubules 722 

a, Images of tdTOM-SAC9C459A with MBD-GFP. b, Normalized intensity profiles corresponding to (a). 723 
Red dotted line, separation leading and lagging zone; n, nucleus; scale bar, 5µm. Yellow arrowhead, 724 
SAC9C459A enrichment at the leading zone.  725 

 726 

 727 

 728 
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 729 

Extended data.7 | In sac9-3, the PI(4,5)P2 is abnormally recruited at the phragmoplast leading 730 
zone. 731 

a, Confocal images of sac9-3 expressing mCit-Tubbyc and RFP-MBD during “the ring phragmoplast” phase 732 
or expanding cell plate phase. The first three panels correspond to a longitudinal view and the fourth panel 733 
corresponds to a transverse view of the same cell (0.7µm between optical sections). b, Image series and 3D 734 
projection of an in vivo dividing sac9-3 cells expressing both PI(4,5)P2 (mCit-Tubbyc, white) and PI(4)P 735 
(mCh-PHFAPP1, red) biosensors. Images were taken every 2 min (between 20 and 30 Z-stack per frame) for 736 
2 h with a root tracking system (38). Note that here, 2xmCh-2xPHFAPP1 is used at the membrane marker 737 
(plasma membrane and cell plate). Blue arrow, cell plate fusion site; n, the nucleus; white arrowhead, in 738 
sac9-3, PI(4,5)P2 biosensor “ring” surrounding the cell plate and PI(4,5)P2 biosensor spot where the branch 739 
emerged and at its tip. Scale bars, 5 µm.  740 
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 741 

Extended data.8 | Model for the abnormal recruitment of PI(4,5)P2 in sac9-3 742 

Hypothetical model of the mechanism at the cell plate edges based on our results. In wild-type plants, SAC9 743 
restricts the PI(4,5)P2 at the plasma membrane giving rise to a endomembrane system free of this lipid. 744 
Upon SAC9 absence, the PI(4,5)P2 is accumulated in endomembrane compartments lost in the endocytic 745 
pathway, no longer able to reach and fuse to the TGN. This abnormal PI(4,5)P2 containing membranes 746 
accumulating in absence of SAC9 are during the cytokinetic process integrated at the leading edges of the 747 
phragmoplast notably during its fusion to the plasma membrane. 748 

 749 

 750 
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 753 

Extended data.9 | In sac9-3, cell plate branching correlates with microtubule perturbation. 754 

a, index of MAP65-3 accumulation at one side of the cell plate. In the plots, middle horizontal bars 755 
represent the median, while the bottom and top of each box represent the 25th and 75th percentiles, 756 
respectively. At most, the whiskers extend to 1.5 times the interquartile range, excluding data beyond. For 757 
range of value under 1,5 IQR, whiskers represent the range of maximum and minimum values. Results of 758 
the statistical analysis (shown in the supplementary table) are presented (N = number of replicates, n = 759 

number of cells).  b, Co‐immunolocalization against αtubulin and KNOLLE in sac9-3 stained with 760 
calcofluor. Scale bar, 5 μm. c, Timelapse of a Z projection of RFP-MBD in sac9-3. Scale bar, 5 μm. d, Z 761 
projection of 2xmCherry-2xPHFAPP1 and RFP-MBD in WT. Here, the signal is color coded in green fire 762 
blue (see scale bar on the right). The signal corresponding to microtubules and the one corresponding to 763 
membrane are not distinguished). Note that here, 2xmCh-2xPHFAPP1 is used at the membrane marker 764 
(plasma membrane and cell plate). e, Image series acquired with a root tracking system of WT treated for 2 765 
h with chlorpropham 20 µM. Blue arrow, cell plate fusion site; Red arrowhead, branched cell plate; n, 766 
nucleus; Asterik, position at the cell plate for the branch’s emergence. Scale bar, 10 μm.  767 
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 768 

Extended data.10 | Mutation in the putative catalytic domain of SAC9 does not rescue the 769 
phenotype during cell division. 770 

a, b, Z-stack images of calcofluor-stained fixed roots (7-day-old) sac9-3 expressing the functional mCit-771 
SAC9 (a) or mCit-SAC9C459A (b). The left panel shows the epidermis layer in a longitudinal section (top, 772 
scale bar 20 µm.) and a transverse section (bottom). The middle panel shows the cortex layer, in the same 773 
way as the epidermis. The right panel shows a crop of the cortex layer (scale bar 5 µm). Orange arrow, cell 774 
division defects; Orange cross-section, position within the tissue for longitudinal and transverse sections. 775 
c, Quantification of the number of cell wall defects in wild-type, sac9-3, and mCit-SAC9C459A in sac9-3. In 776 
the plots, middle horizontal bars represent the median, while the bottom and top of each box represent the 777 
25th and 75th percentiles, respectively. At most, the whiskers extend to 1.5 times the interquartile range, 778 
excluding data beyond. For range of value under 1,5 IQR, whiskers represent the range of maximum and 779 
minimum values. Results of the statistical analysis (shown in the supplementary table) are presented (N = 780 
number of replicates, n = number of cells).   781 
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 782 

Extended data.11 | Partial rescue of sac9-3 when SAC9 is only present in dividing cells. 783 

a, Diagram representing the 2097 amino-acid MAP65-3Cter -mCit-SAC9 protein. We fused the C-terminal 784 
(Cter) domain of MAP65-3 that contains a microtubule binding site that enables specific activity in the 785 
phragmoplast midzone and its degradation post cytokinesis (24) to mCIT and SAC9 genomic sequence. b, 786 
left: Expression of pMAP65-3:MAP65-3Cter -mCit-SAC9 in sac9-3 dividing cells (red star) of the root 787 
meristematic zone. Right: localization of MAP65-3cter -mCit-SAC9 at three cytokinesis steps. Scale bars, 788 
5µm. c, Phenotypes of sac9-3 (right panel) complemented with two MAP65-3Cter-mCit-SAC9 independent 789 
lines (middle and left panels). Top panel: representative images of the macroscopic phenotype observed 790 
(21dpi); Bottom panel: images of calcofluor-stained fixed roots (10 day-old). Scale bars, 5µm. Orange 791 
arrowhead, division defects; n, nucleus; yellow arrowhead, enrichment on the cell plate; Blue arrow, the cell 792 
plate fusion site. d, Quantification of the number of division defects in sac9-3 and sac9-3 expressing MAP65-793 
3:MAP65-3Cter-mCit-SAC9. In the plots, middle horizontal bars represent the median, while the bottom and 794 
top of each box represent the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively. At most, the whiskers extend to 1.5 795 
times the interquartile range, excluding data beyond. For range of value under 1,5 IQR, whiskers represent 796 
the range of maximum and minimum values. Results of the statistical analysis (shown in the supplementary 797 
table) are presented (N= number of replicates, n=number of cells).  e, Representative images of the aerial 798 
phenotype observed (6 week old plants).  799 
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 800 

Extended data.12 | Mutation in the putative catalytic domain of SAC9 does not rescue the 801 
PI(4,5)P2 biosensor misregulation during cell division. 802 

a, Confocal images of WT expressing 2xmCh-2xPHFAPP1 (red), sac9-3 expressing 2xmCh-2xPHFAPP1 (red) and 803 
sac9-3 expressing tdTOM-SAC9C459A, together with mCit-Tubbyc (white). For the sets of three panels, the top 804 
images correspond to the “expanding cell plate” phase and the bottom image to the “partially attached cell 805 
plate” phase. Here, 2xmCh-2xPHFAPP1 is used as a marker for membranes (plasma membrane and cell 806 
plate). The white arrow points out the cell plate for PI(4,5)P2, yellow arrowhead the SAC9C459A enrichment 807 
and “n” the nucleus (scale bars, 5µm). b, Comparison of the phragmosome accumulation index for 808 
PI(4,5)P2 biosensors (mCit-Tubbyc) at the “expanding cell plate” (left panel) and partially attached cell 809 
plate” (right panel) between WT, sac9-3 mutant and sac9-3 expressing tdTOM-SAC9C459A. In the plots, 810 
middle horizontal bars represent the median, while the bottom and top of each box represent the 25th and 811 
75th percentiles, respectively. At most, the whiskers extend to 1.5 times the interquartile range, excluding 812 
data beyond. For range of value under 1,5 IQR, whiskers represent the range of maximum and minimum 813 
values. Results of the statistical analysis (shown in the supplementary table) are presented (N = number of 814 
replicates, n = number of cells).   815 

 816 
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 817 

Extended data.13 | Proposed model 818 

a, Upon a first partial cell plate fusion to the plasma membrane, during discontinuous phragmoplast stage, 819 
the remaining expanding phragmoplast has to accommodate rapid PI(4,5)P2 transfer at the cell plate. This 820 
PI(4,5)P2 is tightly controlled on the expanding phragmoplast, through the action of SAC9 enzyme, leading 821 
to the formation of a PI(4,5)P2 gradient from the fused cell plate attachment (left part of the cell plate) 822 
toward the expanding edges. Concomitantly to the phragmoplast insertion to the plasma membrane, this 823 
gradient progressively reaches the entire cell plate, accompanied by a decrease of MAP65-3 domain, and 824 
marks the final cell plate maturation and formation of a new cross wall. b, In sac9 mutant, PI(4,5)P2 gradient 825 
on the discontinuous phragmoplast is in the opposite direction relative to the cell plate growth direction, 826 
creating a conflict in the spatial coordination of the expanding leading zone. Until the cell plate's complete 827 
attachment to the plasma membrane, this misoriented gradient has no impact on the cell plate's outward 828 
progression, which is driven by cortical division zone-phragmoplast leading zone proteins. Following cell 829 
plate fusion to the plasma membrane, and phragmoplast component disengage, leaving the PI(4,5)P2 830 
gradient’s as the only remaining polar factor cue. Mis-polarized PI(4,5)P2 gradient in sac9 is perceived by 831 
MAP65-3 as a spatial cue leading first to MAP65-3 ~3µm domain stabilization, even after cell plate 832 
complete attachment, and second to reassembly of the phragmoplast apparatus on the inner side of the 833 
MAP65-3 domain. Following phragmoplast reassembly, a cell plate protuberance emerges and expands 834 
toward the plasma membrane followed by a PI(4,5)P2 burst, generating a second gradient orienting the 835 
branch expansion. 836 

 837 

 838 

 839 
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Extended video.1| Colocalization analysis of tdTOM-SAC9C459A (magenta) with MAP65-3-GFP (green) 840 

Time-course analysis during cytokinesis of tdTOM-SAC9C459A (magenta) with MAP65-3-GFP (green) 841 
using a root tracking system (38). The division was imaged every two minutes. Scale bar, 5µm 842 

 843 

Extended video.2 | PI(4,5)P2 behavior during cytokinesis in sac9-3 mutant 844 

Time-course analysis using a root tracking system (38) of mCit-Tubbyc (white) and 2xmCH-2xPHFAPP1 845 

(red) subcellular localization during cytokinesis in sac9-3. Here, 2xmCh-2xPHFAPP1 is used as a marker for 846 
membranes (plasma membrane and cell plate). The division was imaged every two minutes. Scale bar: 5 847 
µm. 848 

 849 

Extended video.3 | MAP65-3-GFP behavior during cytokinesis in wild-type plants 850 

Time-course analysis using a root tracking system (38) of MAP65-3-GFP subcellular localization during 851 
cytokinesis in WT. The division was imaged every two minutes. Scale bar : 5µm 852 

 853 

Extended video.4 and 5 | MAP65-3-GFP behavior’s during cytokinesis in sac9-3  854 

Exemple of defective cytokinesis in sac9-3 expressing MAP65-3-GFP and imaged over time using a root 855 

tracking system (38). The division was imaged every two minutes. scale bar: 5 µm 856 

 857 

Extended video.6 |Mild treatment with a microtubule perturbator phenocopies sac9-3 phenotype 858 

Time-course analysis using a root tracking system of the plasma membrane labeling PI4P biosensor 859 
(mCIT-P4M) in WT root treated for 2h with chlorpropham. Here, mCIT-P4M is used as a marker for 860 
membranes (plasma membrane and cell plate). Scale bar: 10 µm 861 

 862 

Extended video.7 | Imaging of the defects during cytokinesis in sac9-3 863 

Time-course analysis using a root tracking system (38) of 2xmCH-2xPHFAPP1 in sac9-3 during cell plate 864 
defect formation (arrow). Here, 2xmCH-2xPHFAPP1 is used as a marker for membranes (plasma 865 
membrane and cell plate). Scale bar: 5 µm 866 

 867 

 Extended video.8 | branched cell wall defects segmentation in sac9-3 868 

Rotation of a branched cell wall defect (green) and its neighboring cell (gray) 3D view imaged after 869 
calcofluor staining. 870 

 871 

Extended video.9 | branched cell wall defects segmentation in sac9-3 872 
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Rotation of branched cell wall defects accumulation (green) and their neighboring cell (gray) 3D view 873 
imaged after calcofluor staining. 874 

 875 

 Extended video.10 | PI(4,5)P2 behavior during double cell plate attachment in sac9-3 876 

Time-course analysis using a root tracking system (38) of mCit-Tubbyc (white) and 2xmCH-2xPHFAPP1 877 
(red) subcellular localization during cytokinesis in sac9-3. Here, 2xmCH-2xPHFAPP1 is used as a marker for 878 
membranes (plasma membrane and cell plate). The division was imaged every two minutes. Scale bar, 879 
5µm 880 

 881 

Supplementary tables | Resources and statistics.   882 
a, Reagent and resources. b, Details of the statistics corresponding to Figure 1f. c, Details of the statistics 883 
corresponding to Figure 2c, 2f. d, Details of the statistics corresponding to Figure 3d, 3f. e, Details of the 884 
statistics corresponding to Figure 5b. f, Details of the statistics corresponding to Figure 6b.  g, Details of 885 
the statistics corresponding to extended data 3b, 3d. h, Details of the statistics corresponding to extended 886 
data 5d. i, Details of the statistics corresponding to extended data 9a.  j, Details of the statistics 887 
corresponding to extended data 10c. k, Details of the statistics corresponding to extended data 11d l, 888 
Details of the statistics corresponding to extended data 12b.  889 
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